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Chapter Nine 

 

The Genetic Coding for Dominance 

 
I will praise You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made… 

Psalms 139:14 ~ New King James Version 

   The first step to learning is receiving the information.  Once the information has been received 

by the brain, the second step to learning is the brain processing the information.  The third step to 

learning is properly storing the information.  Once the information has been received and 

processed, the brain has to store it.  Information storage is the equivalent of long-term memory.  

Long-term memory can only be efficient when the central nervous system is neurologically 

organized.  In order to be neurologically organized, the central nervous system has to have 

established cortical hemispheric laterality or dominance.  Dominance is a major factor in 

development which is too often overlooked.  Thus, we need to set the ground work of the genetic 

coding for dominance before continuing our discussion of storing information.   

 

   Everyone is designed to have a dominant side, and this dominant side is genetically coded.  A 

person needs to go through the proper hierarchy of development in order for the genetic coding 

to properly surface and be known.  The hand is wired to be either right- or left-side dominant. 

The ear, eye and foot should follow the side the hand has chosen.  If the right hand has been 

wired as the dominant hand, the right ear and eye should also be dominant for the input of 

information for storage.  Conversely, when the left hand has been wired as the dominant hand, 

the left ear and eye should be the dominant ear and eye for information input and storage.   

 

   From our research and study, we believe the genetic coding for an individual surfaces between 

the ages of four and seven years.  The key factor for dominance surfacing is having the lower 

levels of the brain completely organized through proper development.  This proper development 

includes going through the natural stages that all babies should go through.  As we discussed 

previously, babies need to be on the floor with the fewest movement restrictions possible in order 

to go through these developmental stages appropriately.  Why?  Movement organizes the brain.  

All the movements a baby goes through are critically important.   

 

   There are two hemispheres of the brain.  Although these hemispheres are popularly dubbed 

“left brain” and “right brain,” the two hemispheres should correctly be termed “dominant” and 

“sub-dominant.”  The function of the dominant hemisphere is logic, analytical thought, 

reasoning, and language (reading, writing, and speaking).  The function of the sub-dominant 



hemisphere is creativity, music and emotions.  The dominant hemisphere should be the 

controlling hemisphere.  For example, when you need emotions, the dominant hemisphere 

accesses them appropriately.   

 

   When someone has achieved cortical hemispheric dominance – when the side a person is 

“wired for” develops its natural dominance - the dominant hemisphere is indeed the controlling 

hemisphere.  I believe that when cortical hemispheric dominance has not been achieved, the 

control switches to the sub-dominant side.  This subverts control to the sub-dominant hemisphere 

and the result is that the individual is ruled by his emotions.  

 

   Our experience has shown, unfortunately, that there are many, many individuals who have not 

properly established their dominance.  Not having dominance established means that logic and 

reason is not ruling.  Even more unfortunate is choosing and using the wrong hand for 

dominance – a topic that is rarely, if ever, discussed outside of the neurodevelopmental field. 

 

   Most children actually favor a hand long before their genetic coding has had the opportunity to 

surface.  It is a reflection of our current culture’s incorrect belief that “more” education is needed 

and the earlier it is done the better off the child will be.  Children have lost those wonderful early 

years of running, jumping, and playing which facilitate their central nervous system organizing 

naturally.  We are putting children in classroom settings at two-three years; crayons in their 

hands even earlier than that!  We have not given our children the opportunities they need for the 

lower levels of their brains to organize in order for their genetic coding to be made known.  In 

my generation, children were outside playing at all possible waking hours.  We were creative, 

imaginative and constantly on the go; we had to be almost dragged inside when darkness fell.  

Today’s youth spend countless hours before the electronic screens of computers, tablets, gaming 

systems, educational toys, and phones.  The opportunity for fresh air, sunshine, movement, and 

creativity for them has decreased tremendously. 

 

    Many factors determine the genetically coded dominance of a person.  As 

neurodevelopmentalists, we look at lower-level organization, the functional output of the 

individual, the emotionality of the individual, as well as his or her academic function.   We do 

not switch dominance lightly or quickly.  The decision to do so is a culmination of many pieces 

of a particular puzzle.  We highly recommend to only consider changing dominance by working 

with a neurodevelopmentalist who is trained in examining and analyzing all the pieces of this 

complex puzzle.  

 

   Again, people are genetically coded to be either left- or right-side dominant.  So, not using the 

hand of your genetic blue-print will certainly negatively affect the rest of your life.  Switching 

hands in order to align your dominance properly is definitely worth it!  We have changed many 

adults’ handedness resulting in establishing dominance alignment.  Unlike younger children, 

adults are well able to articulate the differences they note in their life.  For example, some have 

been able to come off medications they were taking to help them cope with life.  All have 

mentioned how much clearer they were able to think.  They also relayed significant stress 

reduction, and were thrilled with how ordered their lives became.  I worked with one 21-year-old 

who could not pass her driver’s license test.  She had flunked the test four times!  After her 



dominance was completely switched over (hand, ear, eye and foot) and became aligned on the 

left side, she passed her test with a near perfect score.   

 

   One gentleman came to us feeling like his life was falling apart.  He explained that he felt like 

a juggler who was attempting to keep all the plates spinning on the ends of poles.  He felt that he 

could no longer keep everything going in his life and thought he was headed for a nervous 

breakdown.  He was a highly successful businessman, husband and father; however, the older he 

became, the harder his life was becoming.  Hormones change as we age.  Job responsibilities 

typically become more complex.  His family size increased every couple of years for a number 

of years.  There were many factors continuing to add to this man’s stress level, and because of 

his incorrectly aligned dominance, he was not able to cope with them well.  When someone is 

going against the genetic coding of their body, things do not just randomly improve with time, or 

even experience.  All the compensatory patterns that have been developed become more difficult 

for that individual to keep up with.  When this man switched his hand and completed his 

dominance, the change was amazing.  His wife kept saying that he was a totally different person 

-- his stress level was cut dramatically, he was able to multi-task for the first time in his life, and 

his demeanor had changed to become calm! 

 

   One lady changed her handedness and appropriately lined up her dominance to her genetic 

coding was amazed at how orderly her household had become.  Her husband had taken before 

and after pictures of their home, unbeknownst to her.  In the before pictures, the kitchen and 

bathroom counters were totally cluttered.  Her desk was laden with piles of paper and books.  

She could not even enter her bedroom walk-in closet and could barely open the hall closet 

without the risk of being bombarded with falling objects. The after pictures showed a completely 

different household.  Instead, the pictures were of a home where everything was neatly organized 

and easily utilized.  Establishing her correct dominance radically changed her entire lifestyle.   

 

   Another lady who changed her handedness and correctly lined up her dominant side was 

amazed at how much more energy she had since the change.  She was surprised at how much 

energy it had been taking to compensate for the inefficiencies of her neurological 

disorganization.  In her forties, she felt like she had more energy than ever before.  

 

   This is a quote from one precious mom about her own journey with her son: 

 
   “My son and I did program together.  Eventually, we both had to switch from our left to our right.  It 

was not an easy thing to do, but it has been the single most important therapy we have ever done.  We had 

both been diagnosed with emotional disorders and we were both on medication.  At different times, prior 

to program, we both tried to get off our medication to no avail.  I thank God often for the ND 

(neurodevelopmental) program.  We worked VERY HARD.  Sometimes when my son would be upset 

and want to quit, just plain tired of program, I would say, “I understand completely how you feel because 

I have to do it too, and I do not want to do it either.  I know you want to get better and so do I.  Let’s just 

creep around the second floor from bedroom to bedroom together.”  We would help each other with 

different parts of program and pray that doing ND was what God was going to use to heal us.  We have 

graduated program, and we have been off all medication for over one year and a half; long enough to lose 

the “LABELS” we were diagnosed with.”   

 



   At the evaluation where her son graduated from his NDApproach program, this mom shared a 

distinct memory of driving with her then-seven-year-old son.  She remembered looking in her 

rear view mirror with tears streaming down her face, wondering where her sweet little boy had 

gone, and questioning what had happened to her baby.  Her child had changed into an angry, 

violent little boy.  This was the time, in my opinion, his actual genetic coding was surfacing.  He 

had already chosen his left hand as his dominant hand, but was actually genetically coded right-

side dominant.   Because he had chosen left-side dominance, he now was going against the 

blueprint of his body which caused all kinds of emotional problems to surface.   

 
   As of this writing, they both have been off medication for more than three years.  This mom 

says she does not know how she or her son would have ever gotten through the teenage years had 

he remained the way he was, or had she remained the way she was.   

 
   Occasionally, it has appeared that the problems being experienced could be solved with a hand-

switch, when in actuality that was not the solution.  However, in these situations, the process of 

switching to the incorrect hand eventually caused the dominance to shake out and actually allow 

the body to organize itself the correct way.  There was one young man who worked very hard to 

get his dominance to line up to the right, but his dominance just would not come in.  After a year, 

the neurodevelopmentalist switched this young man to his left side in an effort to achieve 

dominance, thinking that if his body would not organize right-side dominant that he must be 

genetically coded to be left-side dominant.  Shortly thereafter, this family moved and I started 

working with them.  After two evaluations, I knew left-side dominance was incorrect for this boy 

as his body gave multiple signals to indicate otherwise.  As hard as it was, (I felt terrible telling 

them they needed to switch back to right dominance) this was what was needed.  Four months 

later, this young man was completely right-side dominant.  What could not come in on previous 

attempts actually slid in very quickly the second time around.  The parents are convinced it 

would not have happened without the attempt to go left.  Something “clicked” when they pressed 

his system the wrong way, which allowed the dominance to eventually establish.  Though they 

had worked on right-side dominance for over a year, it did not come in until they had tried to go 

the other direction, failed, and then returned to attempt it again.  While it is not always 

understandable, we have seen this happen several times. It appears that going the wrong way 

may actually be a positive for those few with whom it has happened.  When an individual is 

trying to achieve dominance on an incorrect side of the body, be assured the body will definitely 

let us know.  
 

   Again, we are genetically coded to be left-side or right-side dominant.  Here’s an analogy I use 

when I recommend someone switch dominance:  I have flown between Salt Lake City and 

Boston three times per year for more than ten years. When I fly from Boston to Salt Lake City, it 

sometimes takes 4 1/4 hours, sometimes it takes 5 hours, and sometimes it takes 5 1/2 

hours.  Each time, it is the same flight pattern, same airline, and same time of day.  If someone is 

going against their genetic coding they are like the flight that takes the longest amount of time, 

which is when the plane is flying into strong headwinds.  The plane is vigorously buffeted and 

the engines have to work very hard.  Everything is slowed down and takes much more 

effort.  The flight that takes the middle amount of time is like being properly aligned with their 

genetic coding, but not having their ear, eye and/or foot dominance completely lined up.  It will 

take longer, but still will not be as difficult as the longest flight.  Being completely dominant 



with everything aligned on the correct side is like the quickest flight - the plane has tailwinds 

which help it along, it is not being buffeted, the engine does not have to work so hard and the 

flight is much quicker and easier, everything flows smoother and better.  Achieving genetically 

correct dominance streamlines the mind and body to function more easily and more quickly 

together.   

 

   We have a lot of experience helping children and adults become their “true selves.”  It has been 

remarkable to see the changes and amazing transformations in their lives.  The children have not 

“hated” their parents for encouraging them to change their dominance, though it is hard work and 

there is a lot of “muscle memory” involved.  Muscle memory is something that is created 

through training - which hand brings the fork or spoon up to the mouth is a muscle memory 

activity. Which hand is used to throw a ball, wash the windows and hit a tennis ball are all 

activities which develop muscle memory.  Practicing writing produces muscle memory in the 

fingers and hand.  Once an individual sets her mind to switching hands, the change can actually 

be quite fast.  The important thing is to keep a positive attitude about it.  Talk about switching 

dominance like it is the most exciting thing there is!  After all, becoming who God created you to 

be IS exciting.  The genetic coding has been pre-determined in our DNA, which makes it God’s 

choice whether one is left or right-handed.  The decision for which hand one uses is neither the 

parents nor the child’s to make -- it is God’s -- and we know God does not make mistakes.  

 

   There will be a period of adjustment when switching handedness and dominance.  There can 

also be a period of more confusion and disorganization as the brain switches everything from one 

hemisphere into the other hemisphere.  This is quite an enormous undertaking.  I had one 

fourteen-year-old who came to me with a Bi-Polar label.  After some time, he “lost” the label but 

still continued to have some “quirks.”  During the process, he was supposed to, but would NOT, 

change his hand.  I finally told his mom there was no reason for him to continue coming for re-

evaluations if he would not change his dominance, as there was nothing else we could do for 

him.  It really bothered her that her son still had issues -- although nothing like he previously had 

-- and she knew that she needed to find a way to convince him to change his hand 

dominance.  She decided to offer him $300 if he would make the hand change -- and that was all 

it took.  He switched hands/dominance and all of his oddities faded away.   

 

   Though most periods of adjustment are fairly brief, with two to four weeks being the average, 

the change in hands brought a major upheaval for this young man.  His adjustment included 

slipping back into bi-polar type behaviors -- even as far as putting holes in the walls again.  He 

was way off his “new normal” and was doing things the family had not seen in two years.  This 

behavior continued for two and a half months.  At one point I told the mom she did not have to 

continue with the hand change, but she was determined.  She said that for the first time, her son 

was able to remember math facts and she used that as her encouragement that they were on the 

correct path with the hand change. His terrible behavior continued for another two weeks and 

then organization happened.  This teenager fully became who he was created to be - a wonderful, 

polite, self-controlled young man.  He was an amazingly tender and loving uncle to his young 

niece, with whom he could now be left alone.  We saw a young man emerge who now smiled a 

lot and was relaxed, joked often and was happy.  Sadly, his mom, who was his biggest advocate 

and encourager, died just a couple of years later.  I often wonder who would be there now for 

him if he was still the violent, depressed young man that he had been? 



   We also worked with two sisters who were both incorrectly using their right hands for 

dominance.  As a result, both of them were having academic, social and processing concerns.  

The primary goal for the older sister was to “unlock language.”  The primary goal for the 

younger sister was to be able to attend and focus better, as well as to be less distractible and 

forgetful.  Upon graduation from the NDApproach program, the mom commented that her older 

daughter was much more comfortable and “at ease” when conversing.  The girl’s ability to 

express her thoughts and feelings had also greatly improved and she had matured immensely.  

She was much more confident, outgoing and exceptionally pleasant.  About her younger 

daughter, the mom commented that her hyperactivity, distractibility, and impulsivity had been 

greatly reduced.  Mom further commented the younger girl’s attention and focus had greatly 

increased.   

 

   We have changed hand dominance of two artists.  One woman had recently graduated from a 

well renowned Art Institute College. Art was her passion and occupation and she had spent 

many, many years developing her art.  After bringing up their skill levels with their left hands, 

both artists are now better with their left hands than they were with their right hands.  The 

differences are notable!   

 

   We have seen the same kinds of results when persons who are very sports involved changed 

their hand dominance.  Whatever the sport being played, when correct dominance was 

established and skill levels developed on the dominant side, the performance of the player was 

far superior to the level at which they played prior to the switch.  That was the case with Tim, a 

young man who struggled with Fetal Alcohol syndrome.  Tim was the worst ball player on his 

high school baseball team.  The coach allowed Tim on the team because Tim was such a great 

guy and he so desired to play.  After Tim switched his hand and completed dominance 

organization, the coach marveled, “Never in thirty years of coaching have I ever seen such 

dramatic improvement!  Tim has gone from the worst player on my team to the best player!  He 

is our star pitcher.”  Conversely, we had another boy who already was the best player on his 

baseball team.  When his hand change and dominance completed, his skill level advanced even 

higher.   

 

   When we improve an individual’s central nervous system organization and function, we 

sometimes still have to change long-established habits.  Keep in mind, though, that once the 

brain is neurologically organized, establishing good, healthy habits is much easier.  It takes time, 

practice and patience to develop a hand/dominance different from what was being used, but 

those who have done it have never regretted it.   

 

   Is changing hand dominance worth it?  Yes, absolutely. While the person undergoing the 

change may not be happy about it at the outset, they are always grateful that they rose to the 

challenge and made the switch when they reflect on the differences they see in themselves.  

Accomplishing the correct, genetically coded dominance offers lifelong positive effects that can 

be achieved through no other means.   

 

   This was the case with Quinn.  She was sixteen when I first saw her and an emotional wreck.  

She cried for hours -- sometimes all day long.  Quinn was homeschooled, thankfully, for she 

would have never been able to handle a traditional school setting.  When something upset her, 



she would just go cry for a couple of hours.  She told me she had to work very hard to pull 

herself together just to attempt more school work.  Life was pretty awful for her and nearly 

everything in her life was hard.  Even knowing that it would help her immensely, she was very 

resistant to changing dominance.  She regularly fought wearing an eye patch or occlusion glasses 

(glasses worn to encourage the correct eye to become dominant).  Quinn told me the day came 

when her mom simply refused to battle anymore about the eye patch and literally tackled her to 

the ground and put a Band-Aid eye patch on her.  Quinn reported how much easier using the 

Band-Aid was and how grateful she was that her mother loved her enough to see her through 

this.  Once Quinn decided to become left-side-dominant, it actually happened quite rapidly.  

Quinn became totally left-side-dominant and in the process her life forever changed for the 

better.  

 

   Here is what Quinn wrote to the family of a young girl who was also finding it difficult to 

change handedness and dominance. 
 

Hi Mary! 

 

My name is Quinn.  Linda Kane, from Hope And A Future, asked me if I would send your daughter a 

few words of encouragement about program.  If you could pass this on to her, I would appreciate it very 

much. 

 

I am on my 4th program.  I started a year ago.  I live in Dallas, Texas.  I am a homeschooled 17-year old 

senior in high school.  I, like you, had to switch from right to left.  This was one of the hardest things I 

have ever done.  I went to see Ms. Linda because I needed so much help.  I was the most emotional 

person (I would pretty much spend my day crying about school because I didn’t understand it), I didn’t 

understand math at all and I couldn’t focus on more than one thing at a time.  My mom took my little 

brother to see her one day, and she came home to find me sitting in the chair crying over my geometry 

book.  I had just started it a few weeks before and NOTHING was making sense! 

 

She sat down with me and asked me if I was open to getting help.  I said yes.  She said that Ms. Linda had 

an opening for an evaluation the next day, and she could call and see if it was still available.  If it was, 

would I go?  I said yes.  She asked if I would do the work.  I said yes.  She asked, “even if it means 

switching from your right hand to your left hand?”  I hesitated, but agreed, because I never dreamed I 

would have to switch hands.  I told her I would give 110%. 

 

We went the next day, and guess what?!  I had to switch hands.  When Ms. Linda tested me, I broke down 

and cried.  I didn’t want to switch!  I thought that when I went, I would be okay and not have to worry 

about switching anything.  I’ve seen my other brother go through this, and while I wanted help, I knew 

how hard it would be and didn’t want to do the work.  It’s hard!  There's a lot of crying!  I don’t want to 

do that.  It’s dumb.  How is crawling on the floor going to help me understand math? 

 

Well, I get the program, and it’s crawling and hopping and all sorts of other things.  I also had to occlude 

my eye, ear, and only use my left hand.  The ear occluding is easy.  You just stick the earplug in, and 

away you go.  And, if you have long hair, it’s a bonus, because nobody can see it if you wear your hair 

down (I don’t, I have a pixie, and I would take it out every time I would go somewhere or someone would 

unexpectedly come over).   

 

The eye occluding was the worst and the hardest.  I didn’t like the pirate patches, so I used some reading 

glasses with the left lens popped out and the right lens covered with press-n-seal (or clear contact paper or 



something to fog it).  This way, the right side was blurred and you couldn’t see out of it.  I also used the 

sticky eye patches for a time, and I like those if you feel like you are having too hard of a time keeping on 

the glasses. 

 

I HATED using my left hand.  It’s hard.  You have to force yourself to write, open jars, open doors, brush 

your teeth, eat, and grab things, all with your left and not your right.  Your hand will be weak.  It’s 

okay!  You will not be expected to do things as well as when you were right-handed.  At least for right 

now, you won’t. 

 

Here is where I want to encourage you.  YOU CAN DO THIS.  You really can.  I know you think it is 

dumb.  None of your friends are doing it.  If they knew, they would think you are weird.  It is 

embarrassing.  But you know what?  If you stick with it and work super hard and occlude and practice 

with your left hand, you will be well on your way to being a much happier person.  You will be able to 

remember things better.  Some of my good friends know about this.  The ones who do, well, they just do 

not understand it very well.  But they have noticed that I have changed.  I am happier. One of my friends 

told me that she could not do what I am doing.  And not many people can do what you and I have chosen 

to do.  But that is what makes us awesome!  Because with God on our side, we are so strong and can 

conquer anything.  I believe that God put Hope And A Future in my life for a reason.  Because my walk 

with Him would not look like it does now.  You have to lean on Him every day and ask him for 

strength.  Because this is HARD.  BUT YOU ARE STONG AND CAN DO THIS!!! 

I am almost done.  I have one more evaluation (hopefully).  Occluding is still hard for me.  But the longer 

you resist it, the longer it will take.  I decided this past summer to stop fighting it.  It was too hard to resist 

every day.  If you just decide that “I want to be better in _______ (whatever),” then work hard.  I used to 

fight a lot with my siblings (I am the oldest of five), argue with my parents constantly, cry, not understand 

things at all even when my friends would, and you know.  I still have small spats with my siblings, but 

they are not nearly as bad.  My parents and I have a wonderful relationship.  I do not cry over school and 

weird life stuff anymore.  I understand math!  I can do more than one subject in school!  I was never able 

to do that before very well.  Now I can. 

 

When your mom took you to see Ms. Linda, she was giving you a present.  I know you don’t want to do 

this.  It’s hard.  But you are going to see some wonderful changes. Not right away, but slowly, over 

time.  When you work hard and then go to your next evaluation, you’ll see improvement.  Your mom is a 

superhero for doing this with you.  I’m so proud of both of you for choosing to do this.  You are going to 

help yourself so much.  Your handwriting will get better.  You’ll be able to eat without the food falling 

off your fork and into your lap (which might happen when you switch hands...it did to me!).  You’ll 

understand things.  You’ll notice you can do things better with your left than you did with your right 

(which I know is hard to believe right now). 

 

I want to just tell you that you are awesome.  You can do this.  And hey, guess what?!  Not many people 

in the world are left handed, so you are special!  YAY!  Lefties are awesome!  :)  You know the verse that 

HAAF uses?  The one that says, “For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans to 

prosper you and not to harm you.  Plans to give you HOPE AND A FUTURE.”  That’s what He wants for 

your life!  And this is one step closer to your future.  He wants you to do tremendous and amazing things 

for Him.  This is what He has put in your life right now.  You can accomplish it.  It’s going to make your 

life so much better.  I promise.  It’s not going to last forever.  It will end.  Doing program will not last 

forever...the benefits will!  You just have to take it one day at a time. 

 

If you would ever like to e-mail and talk about program (that’s what we call it), or get encouragement, I 

am here!  I would love to encourage you in any way I can.  Let me know how it’s going for you. 

 

Oh, and HAPPY BIRTHDAY!  I hear you are twelve!  Congratulations! 



 

Sending you some big hugs! 

Love and blessings in Jesus Christ, 
Quinn 

 
   A couple months later this e-mail came to me from Quinn’s mom, Dana. 

 
Dear Linda, 

 

This is a “happy” for you. 

 

I want to tell you that my dear and precious Quinn (who I knew was always in that body somewhere) has 

emerged!! 

 

What a delight and a joy she has become.  No longer are we plagued with continual crying and 

meltdowns, yelling and screaming, disrespect and dishonor.  Our home continues to evolve into a place of 

peace and joy and laughter.  No more walking on eggshells waiting for explosions.  Aaahhh the bliss and 

joy. 

 

Quinn can actually see the difference in herself.  We talk about what life was like and how life is 

now.  She is so much more grounded and in control of herself.  She is doing very well in track and 

surprising herself by her success.  She is so happy.  Life is not perfect but it is normal.  All praise to God 

our healer! 

 

Hope this finds you encouraged.  Keep on... 

 

   Two months later I saw Quinn for what hopefully would be her graduation evaluation.  We 

always want to make sure the dominance change is complete, without any regressions before 

they graduate.  When Quinn walked in, I about fell over.  What I saw was a very mature, capable 

and confident young woman.  All immaturity that had been there four months ago was 

completely gone.  Dana told me that Quinn was going to their church camp (over a thousand 

miles away) as a camp counselor for the summer. Dana remarked that there was no possible way 

Quinn could have done this four months earlier.  I later heard that the summer was highly 

successful and great fun.  I was very excited for Quinn when I also heard she was attending 

college.  Quinn’s future is ready and wide open for whatever she chooses to do.  She is fully 

capable now of facing whatever she encounters along the way. 
 

   Not all children resist and fight hand dominance change.  I recently evaluated three children 

who completely switched their hand dominance in four months.  Nathan, a precious twenty-one-

year-old young man we recently worked with is another example of someone who eagerly 

embraced hand changing.  He was quite accomplished and very passionate about life.  He did 

public speaking about an organization that he supported that worked worldwide on humanitarian 

issues. We met Nathan at a conference where he was a speaker.  Nathan also has Down 

syndrome. 

 

   At Nathan’s initial evaluation, we found he was supposed to be left-side-dominant.  Early on in 

school, Nathan had been going back and forth with manual function, using both hands to write.  

The determination had been made to teach him to write with his right hand.  Quite often we have 



seen this to be the case.  When children are using both hands after the age of eight, it simply 

means the genetic coding has not yet surfaced as it should have.  Not enough crawling and 

creeping has been done to fully organize the lower levels.  That had been the situation with 

Nathan.   

   When I told Nathan and his mother that he needed to become left-side dominant, Nathan was 

totally agreeable.  He was determined to use his left hand for everything, if it was going to help 

him.  Nathan embraced switching to his left with zealous determination. 

 

   Nathan had the bad habit of biting his fingernails and picking at both his finger and toenails.  

Two weeks after switching his dominance to the left side, this habit totally disappeared.  He 

loved bowling but had been unable to bowl right handed without using the left hand to support 

the bowling ball.  He often curved the ball into the gutter.  His first time bowling left handed was 

quite remarkable.  He could hold the bowling ball with his left hand alone and got the best score 

he had ever achieved.  Nathan also noted that he was so much calmer.  Prior to switching he 

would become over-excited at times, elevating his voice too loudly and feeling a bit out of 

control.  After switching, his ability to handle his over-excitement had completely normalized. 

    

   Now, with a thorough understanding of genetically coded dominance, we are better prepared to 

discuss information storage also known as long term memory.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 


